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And if all others accepted the lie which the Party imposed it all records told the same tale - then the lie passed into history and became truth.
'Who controls the past', ran the Party slogan. 'controls the future; who controls the rsent controls the past' - George Orwell, L984, at 30 (1961)
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Regrettably, neither space nor time
allow for the usual pictures. Next time!
May your holidays be Covid-trne and
as acceptable as circumstances allow.

David Goldberg, "I, Pedophile," The Atlantic
(Aug. 2013), htts:/lwww.theatlantic.com/
healthlarchivel201 3f08li-pedohilel278921l
Text: 'It was shortly before 3:00 am. on May
30, 2012 when (turned off my computer for
the last time. I slid my recliner over three feet
and tucked myself into my bed, for another
sleepless session of self-loathing and selfpity. Later that morning, I would not be at my
friend's home as I had planned to help them
celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary.
Instead, I would find myself sitting on the
hard wooden bench of a police holding cell.
For almost 20 years, I spent virtually every
night of my life in the same manner; Sitting in
front of my computer and either trawling the
Internet for child pornography or looking at
the pictures and video that were already part
of my collection. No matter how many images I found and regardless of how sleep deprived I felt, nothing would stop me from
continuing this perverse pursuit. It was my
own carelessness that finally got me arrested, when I used my credit card to order some
films that had images of naked boys, although none of those movies were of a sexual
nature. One police officer later told me he
thought I had gotten caught on purpose,
because, subliminally, it was the only way I
would stop. He was right about the latter, but
not the former. No one who is a pedophile
wants to get caught and have their horrifying
secret revealed to the world.
In fact, there were some nights - but not
many - when I would dare to sit in my chair
after my computer was turned off and imagine how it would feel to get arrested. Would I
fall to the ground in the fetal position, would I
throw up, burst into tears or perhaps even
have a heart attack? When that day finally
came for me, I did none of those. After the
lead detective read me my rights and asked
several questions regarding my computer, a
strange calm washed over me. I knew my
job as a local newspaper editor and my hobby coaching baseball both came to an end.
Yet the overriding thoughts in my head were
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Special Issue

This December issue of The Legal
Pad is unique. The general focus of
other issues of TiP has been (and will
remain) on academic research and
professional commentary on the topic
of commitment and other extra punishmast of those with past sex offenses.
This issue instead is devoted to a
focus on personal stories of those with
attractions that in some way got them
into trouble with the law over acts or
allegations arising from real or perceived sexual attractions.
These narratives and the writers'
thoughts show at the least that all is
not as it seems in the field of investigation and punishment of sex crimes,
real or fictional, and that surprisingly
common realities are often not in
keeping at all with media-driven
hysterical stereotypes.
I emphasize that nothing in the
following accounts or thoughts defends
sexual crimes. The narratives herein
are not intended to suggest that
serious sexual assaults are not
happening every day; sadly, they are.
Yet, harsh laws and a seemingly
boundless blinding urge to punish such
crimes have resulted in snap judgments, injustice, bias, cruelty, and an
emotionally driven abandonment of
compassion and even the basics of
civil human behavior toward one
another when it comes to a dehumanized target group such as the ill-fitting
stereotype of sex offenders. In a time
when the 'Purge" has a cult-following
as a possible future, such dehumanizing bodes Ill and frightening to the very
future of humanity Inot staunched.
Pictures? What Pictures?

ire main query dial.I amconviiuce.d
xviii always be without an answer is
V Banishment by a Thousand Laws why I am a pedophile. It is the cquivalersi
V Looking at the Good Lives Model. of trying to determine why someone is
V Remorse Bias - What's THAT?
heterosexual or gay. We don't choose
V Judicial Reliance on Inaccurate
our sexual orientations.
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Allow me to take you back to a period in the
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early to mid-1 990s - the last years of freedom
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in my life. For the narrative which follows, you
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need to be aware of a few things. First, in my
Exacti & Oni as Below): life, I have predominantly had a gay pedosexual orientation. ("Pedosexuality" is the orientaCyrus P. Gladden II
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tion; "pedophilic disorder" is a claimed "sexual

not of my past, but more of my future. I knew
I was in a unique position to help others understand the bewildering life of a pedophile. I
had never asked to be cursed with this sexual
attraction, and I had never hurt a child. In
fact, I was always a good role model as a
coach, and an upstanding citizen throughout
my days. It was the nights that were a problem.
Over the months that followed my arrest, my
journalistic instincts took over. I wanted to
know how a lifetime of lusting after young
children could seem so normal to me on an
emotional level, even though I knew rationally
that it was a completely deviant lifestyle. I
would spend my days longing to get back onto
my computer, the way a gourmand anticipates
a scrumptious feast. Yet when the computer
was turned off, I despised myself for being so
aroused while looking at pictures of young
children whose lives had been destroyed
thanks to their unwilling participation.
I spent much of my time in the days right
after my arrest reflecting on my childhood.
Was there some horrible trauma, an incident
of abuse perhaps, that I had covered up which
led to my pedophilia? Was there some anomaly in my formative years that skewed my
sexual development? I asked my sister, an
experienced therapist, for help, but she assured me that as far as she knew, nothing of
that kind happened to me. I was the victim of
an unhappy childhood and a psychologically
disturbed father. I had all the symptoms of
arrested development, which left me at the
emotional level of a 10-year-old. But there
was nothing remarkable or unspeakable about
my childhood.
I decided to continue my journey by seeking
the help of a therapist and doing as much
research on the topic of pedophilia as I could,
with the help of my sister and her computer.
What I discovered was that for every small
nugget of helpful information, there was a
sinkhole of unanswered questions that remained. The main query that I am convinced
will always be without an answer is why I am
a pedophile. It is the equivalent of trying to
determine why someone is heterosexual or
gay. We don't choose our sexual orientations.
If we could, believe me, no one would choose
mine.
The most important thing I've discovered in
the 15 months since my arrest isn't the why,

but rather what can be done to change the
preconceptions and misconceptions that
society has when it comes to pedophiles.
Most people hear that word and think of the
Jerry Sanduskys and abusive Catholic
priests of the world. Fewer people think
about the millions of people who grapple with
sexual feelings on which they can never act.
When someone hears the word 'pedophile,'
they immediately think of a child molester.
Yet the majority of pedophiles do not molest,
but instead spend hours looking at child
pornography. And as those numbers grow,
so does the number of child victims,
I am not advocating the cross-generational
lifestyle. In fact, there is never an instance
when an adult should engage in sexual
behavior with a child. But until we as a
society learn that help for those who view
child pornography is a far better alternative to
incarceration, we are doomed to see the
continued proliferation of this problem.
Scientists don't know for certain if there is a
correlation between viewing child pornography and offending against children. Wouldn't
it be nice to get pedophiles help before we
find out for certain?
Despite my arrest, I am one of the lucky
ones. Because I was arrested in Canada, I
was only given a 90-day sentence. Had I
been arrested in the U.S., I could have
served many years with hardened criminals.
My family and friends stood by since my
arrest and love and accept me, despite my
sexual flaws.
How many millions of pedophiles throughout the world aren't as lucky as I? How
many will never seek help, too scared of the
legal and social consequences? How many
will continue to create the demand that fuels
a malicious child pornography market? Is
locking them away for a while the answer?
Will the day ever come when we, as a society, reach out and offer them the help they so
desperately need?"
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disorder" that has been recently re-defined in
the DSM-5 to be diagnosable on nothing more
than sexual conduct with children. This gets
us to the second fact.)
In 1991, I was released after serving a fourand-a-half year prison term for sexual conduct
with boys (as charged in the criminal complaint; ages 12-13). Suffice it to say, all of that

conduct arose from grooming followed by
seduction, that is, with no force, coercion, or
surprise. The story of those relationships and
the sex offenses that took place within them is
too long and complex to narrate here. However, to help you correctly understand the
following narrative, I have to state that my
experience of those relationships entirely

convinced me of the error of my ways age of attraction. Thus, no thought of any because I have always loved swimming,
and effectively quenched any desire for sexual activity with him ever crossed my and I was pretty good at it. In time,
repetition of my abusive behavior,
mind.
John's renewed part-time affair with Jane,
I completed my term of parole before In that spring and summer, the frequen- plus his cocaine habit, began to cause
the end of 1993.
cy of my friendly interaction with John him to skip out on those outings. Mary,
The last important fact is that, before and Mary's household substantially in- however, insisted that we go without him.
that criminal case in the 1980s, I had creased, and both children came to re- Charles' was now five, a little too old to
already known a man and woman living gard me as an uncle. However, in this go into the ladies' changing room.
together and later married. As all names period John began to get concerned Hence, he had to come to the men's
in this narrative, they are assumed. Lets about the closeness to me that the chil- changing room with me. While this was a
call them 'John" and 'Mary.' They unex- dren exhibited. He had never said this first, Mary seemed to have no reservapectedly again entered my life and be- before, so I was surprised at his state- tions about it. I had no criminal intent, so
friended me about halfway through my ment to this effect. In response, I once I had no reservations either. In retroprison term. Two children were born to again became a little reserved in interact- spect, I should have foreseen the danger
them while I remained imprisoned: a boy ing with them,
of a false accusation. But given what
and a girl. Let's call them "Charles" and Also in this period, John gained a lucra- appeared to be a supportive attitude on
'Donna' (again, fictional names).
tive truck driving job for deliveries from a Mary's part, my caution was disarmed,
We lost track of each other for about metal heat-treating shop. I later learned . However, sometime later (this being
two years. Then one day after I had been ,that a coworker at that shop was selling early December 1994), John took me
on parole about six months, I received a him crack cocaine. This reactivated an aside one time for a conversation that
call out of the blue from them suggesting addiction of his. Not long afterward, he was startling. He told me that, when he
a get-together. Being poor, I suggested once again began to see his former para was 6 to 7 years old; he had ,beenmorenting a movie to watch together. This mour, Jane, secretly.
lested by a volunteer at a Boys' Club, He
was the start of what I perceived as a Meanwhile, in that same period of confessed (for the first time) that, now
friendship. I recall having discussed spring-summer 1994, I took a job that that Charles was entering that age range,
them, including the toddlers, with my kept me working more than full time. John was getting concerned by what he
parole agent and getting his approval to Mary, who apparently didn't have many saw as unrestrained closeness between
visit with them and have outings with acquaintances and no close friends, me and Charles. I was dismayed by this,
them.
started to focus on me as someone to call I offered to discontinue our friendship, if
As things progressed, however, there and to invite over even more frequently. that's what he wanted. He said no, he
were incidents that revealed a kind of Especially when they moved farther just wanted to have me keep a little dissocial chaos with John and Mary. In late away, and because by coincidence I tance with Charles. I said I would.
1992, John took off to live with a para- moved across the river to Wisconsin (the By this time, John had obviously fallen
mour we'll call Jane, taking the two chil- other way), this became something of an into constant addiction to crack cocaine,
dren along. Mary did not take this lying inconvenience. But the open, inviting I had recently learned of the side effect of
down. She resorted to surveilling their door seemed worth it.
paranoia that frequent cocaine use
abode. With friends and a baseball bat, My move to the Wisconsin side was caused. So part of what was talking was
Jane's teenaged son confronted Mary in motivated by Minnesota's passage of its John's paranoia. I also knew that some
her car parked there. Mary panicked, law in late August 1995 authorizing civil who had been sexually abused as chilattempting to drive away, inadvertently commitment of sex offenders.
dren become hyper-vigilant as they beknocking the son down, causing him a Even before that law, a prosecutor had came adults about that possibility as to
concussion. Mary was charged with notified me that, based only on the former others. Apparently John was one of
vehicular injury and was placed on proba- commitment law (and even though I only them,
tion.
had been convicted once, resulting in that It explained why, some months earlier,
The following summer, Mary stated to prison term), I was being considered for he had told the apartment house managJohn that their children had told her commitment. I shot back an angry, corn- er where they then lived to keep an eye
during a visitation that both had been bative letter telling him good luck with on me, lest I start to groom any of the
molested by Jane. This account caused that.
kids of other families there. In fact, howJohn to be enraged and to leave Jane, Hence, when that new law was passed ever, I had absolutely zero interaction
returning with the children to resume the in 1994, I believed I was probably on the with any of those neighboring families, i
marriage with Mary. Claiming official short list of targets for commitment, had Only recently found out about that
harassment arising from the claim of Thus, my move out of state was some- warning by John when John had this
molestation by Jane, Mary told me that thing of a flight to dodge that law. Now I early-December conversation with me.
the family was moving to a town just was the one finding myself just across the lt.was a couple of months more before I
across the state border with Wisconsin. I state line in Wisconsin.
was again invited to go swimming with
assumed she had cleared this with her Surprisingly, even though I was candid that family. I was pretty busy in the
probation agent.
with John and Mary about my fear of that meantime, so I hadn't thought about It
After being there less than six months, vague and boundless new law, John was until Mary brought it up. On this occathey returned to Minnesota, but to a dismayed in a suspicious way about that sion, John was absent. We went to that
county other than that of her probation, move of mine, as if it implied some resid- same apartment house. However, given
Eventually, her probation was transferred ual criminal orientation, I was perplexed the time of year, we swam in the indoor
to this new residential dounty. During this at this at first, but I assumed it would pool it also had.
time, they greatly increased the invite- resolve itself in time. I hadn't figured on Apparently from a caution John had
tions to me to spend time in their house- the cocaine paranoia factor, however, given her, Mary did not send Charles to
hold.
.
believing then that, as he alleged, he was the men's changing room with me. InAlso, this coincided with the end of my only doing crack infrequently,
stead, given that the pool had no lifeparole. Thus, I could treat little Charles Just before that, in the summer of 1994, guard and that at the moment had no
and Donna less formally, in a more re- Mary invited me to come along with the other patrons, she changed Charles and
laxed, avuncular manner. It's important family on swimming outings, first at public Donna into their swimsuits at a table at
to say here, however, that Charles (then beaches, and later at an outdoor pool in poolside. Donna, being younger than
only turning age five) was way below my an apartment complex where John's Charles, didn't seem to mind. But
sister lived. This invitation pleased me Charles, old enough to have a sense of
2

propriety, howled in protest at being
momentarily naked in this setting. I felt a
little sorry for the kid about that.
On the next swimming outing a couple
of weeks later, John was absent again.
However, apparently a little more camfortable since John hadn't quizzed her
about the last swimming outing, Mary
took an exceptional step.
Again with no one else present at the
pool, she invited me to join her and the
children in the ladies' changing room,
This initially struck me as odd, but then I
recalled her telling me about her childhood spent in Italy, where nudity was not
the sexual thing it always is here in the
U.S. She assured me that no one was
likely to come in at that hour, so sharing
that changing room would be OK. I went
in with them, but continued to feel uncomfortable. I bowed out, and changed
alone in the men's room.
In that sa'me timeframe, Mary would
sometimes ask me, when John was not
around, about my experience with the
boys I had been involved with in the
1980s (and the sex crimes with them for
which I was later sent to prison). Spedfically, she seemed to want to know exactly what sexual acts had transpired, and
how the boys had reacted. I explained
that I had sexually fondled them and
fellated them, and that in the case of
each of those four, I had told them what I
had in mind and had asked whether they
wanted to or not. Each had eagerly
agreed. This had, in each case, followed
a long grooming period ranging from
months to years.
On the third or fourth occasion when
she asked about that, I asked what was
on her mind that prompted that repeated
inquiry. She answered with a startling
revelation, She said that, when she was
a teenager, she had babysat for a family
on occasion. While babysitting those two
small kids, she had become sexually
aroused while bathing them (a girl and a
boy). From then on, she would bathe
each one separately, using the privacy to
fellate the boy, and to give the girl cunnilingua. She said that, after doing this a
few times, that family moved away, and
she never heard from them again.
At the time, after getting over the surprise, I took this as meaning that nothing
had later come of it. However, much
later, I recalled that John had mentioned
to me years before that he had met Many
at a certain treatment house mostly
serving teens and young adults.
After that mention, I learned from othera that that outfit was most often used
as a plea-bargained diversion from criminal prosecution. What Mary had been
doing at that treatment house I never
thought to ask her, but I also learned
that, other than chemical dependency,
that place also accepted teens charged
with sex crimes,
As winter ground down to its conclusion
(Continued on page 3)

(Continued from page 2)

in the opening months of 1995, I continued working in the job I had doing telephonic help desk work for computer
customers, with a schedule that stretched
into the wee hours after midnight. Mary
had developed a habit of leaving messages for me at work. Some of them
invited me to come over when my shift
ended, let myself in, sleep on the couch,
and get up to a home-cooked breakfast.
On one of those occasions, as I prepared to lie down on the couch, Charles,
clad only in his briefs (which he slept in),
came tiptoeing down from his bedroom
upstairs in the townhouse that John and
Mary then occupied. Quite deliberately,
as if mentally rehearsed or as something
he had just been told to do - smiling, but
without a word - he climbed up onto my
lap facing me and embraced me. After
the surprise subsided, I returned the
embrace briefly, Then I told him to go
back to his bed. But he just kept on silently holding onto me. I gently but firmly
pried his hands away from me, looked
him in the eyes and again said, more
firmly, "Now go to bed," He did.
That incident caused me to wonder
whether Mary had told him to do this,
perhaps in hopes that I might seize the
opportunity to sexually fondle him. I
wondered whether, if so, this may have
been an attempt by Mary to then blackmail me into permanently being at her
beck and call.
I didn't want to disturb John and Mary
from their apparent slumbers, so I just
decided to see whether Mary would bring
the incident up later. She never did. If
my suspicion was correct, she could have
asked him if anything sexual happened,
and he said no. Alternatively, if this was
all just Charles' own idea, and Mary slept
on cluelessly, then it could signify that he
had picked up on conversations in his
presence (but in my absence), suggesting that I might have naughty propensities with young boys. In other words, he
may have taken it into his head tC.push
the envelope a little, as it were, and just
see what would happen.
About a month later (April), while I
visited one afternoon on a day off work,
Mary told me that, after a trip by John
with Charles in tow to see Jane, Charles
told Mary that he did not like Jane because she touched his genitals sexually.
Mary prompted Charles to repeat this
statement in my presence. When we
were alone, Mary asked me what to do
about this.
To be blunt, considering that her 1993
claim of molestation by Jane of Charles
and Donna had been found by Child
Protection agents to be not worthy of
further investigation, this new statement
by Charles might be regarded by police
the same way. After all, this was a multiyear battle between Mary and Jane over

who was going to get John. I mentally
noted that right then John was visiting
with Jane frequently and for extended
periods. So I just told her to do whatever
she thought best.
I was curious, nonetheless, about how
this might get treated. Hence, when she
told me she was going to officially report
it, I loaned her my microcassette recorder, asking her to discreetly record the
interview. Afterward, when she returned
it, I listened to it. The two interviewers
didn't even mention that accusation. It
seemed that the Child Protection workers
conducting that interview weren't even
aware of it; nor did Mary mention it.
After the way Mary had appeared to be
leaning at the end on her conversation
with me, this struck me as a little odd.
Instead, those two workers were simply
asking questions related to the children's
welfare generally, focusing on their home
life with Mary. While they didn't end up
entirely satisfied, they didn't intimate that
they would be taking any action against
Mary, such as to try for foster placement.
While I thought all this was strange, I just
put it out of my mind and moved forward.
John's paranoia about me hit new
heights. He told his boss, his neighbors,
my landlord, my neighbors - even the
truck leasing firm's agent about my criminal past. I only found out about the
neighbors when they started shutting
doors in my face, and the landlord when
he suddenly raised my rent.
In April, John's crack addiction really
went ballistic. He missed several days of
work, and his boss had no choice but to
fire him. He did agree to consider rehiring John if John checked into a treatment facility for a 30-day program and
successfully completed it. John did so.
With his paranoia now working 2417, he
said he didn't want me to spend any time
in their household in his month-long
absence except to help with necessary
errands. However, no more than a week
or so into his absence, Mary called me
for mere recreational purposes, saying
she was climbing the walls with boredom.
I acceded to her request, but told her to
clear it with John.
Thus, in May (while John was at the
treatment place), Mary, the kids, and I
again went swimming at the same indoor
pool two times. At my suggestion, we
also went to the St. Paul Omnitheater.
On the way back from it, Mary sat in the
back seat of my car with Charles. From
her lowered conversation, I could hear
that, in halting terms, she was asking him
whether I had touched him sexually. He
didn't seem to get what she was asking.
I was somewhat irked that she would
feel she had to ask. Knowing myself to
be innocent of any of that, I interceded in
that conversation, asking him first to
name his body parts called "private
parts." He did so correctly. Then I asked
him if I had ever touched him in those
places. He answered clearly and honest-

ly, saying no. Later, while the kids were
playing outside, I asked what prompted
her to ask that. She said that John had
asked her to do so.
When John's month ended at the treatment center, we went to pick him up. He
had us drive him to a nearby used car lot,
where he bought an old subcompact car.
We went to a nearby pizza restaurant.
We went in, but John doubled back to his
new (old) car. He got in and took off.
His disappearance lasted five days,
during which he spent the next month's
rent for the townhouse on a crack bender. He had also failed to report for work
on any of those days. This time his boss
terminated him permanently.
In an unrelated matter, right then I quit
my help-desk job over dissatisfaction that
I couldn't get a week off without pay. I
hoped to get by doing part-time legal
research and ghostwriting work for attorneys in practice.
Also just at this time, I was diagnosed
with walking pneumonia, apparently
brought on by continuing to sleep on my
waterbed for weeks after its heater had
died. I had to take a week of bed rest,
and a powerful antibiotic. Fortunately, I
beat it.
However, for the rest of the month of
June, I declined Mary's invitations to
swim, fearing that it might trigger a relapse of that pneumonia.
Meanwhile, the townhouse landlord
served eviction papers on John and
Mary. It turned out that John had secretly
sent May's rent up in crack smoke too, so
there was no way out of the eviction.
They literally had nowhere to go. John
put their furnishings and everything but
their clothes into storage.
Mary sought Section 8 housing, but
none was immediately available. She
said that Section 8 staff told her that they
could land an apartment through that
program in two weeks. Her immediate
plans were to go to a women's and family
shelter.
I was appalled at the thought of conditions in such shelters.. I volunteered to let
them camp out in the living room of my
apartment for the next two weeks she
said they needed. They accepted my
offer.
John went AWOL almost immediately.
This posed major inconvenience to me
and exposed things about Mary that I had
not picked up on previously. I returned
from work one day to find her and her
children in the bathtub together. She
explained that was her custom. However, by this time, Charles was six.
To help Mary and the kids pass the
time, I rented videos. We went to the
video rental store together. To my surprise, she rented an X-rated sex flick pretty much just nonstop screwing.
The next day, returning from a two-hour
errand, I walked in to find Mary napping
and the kids raptly watching my 27 inch

TV - having turned on the VCR, in which
Mary had left that sex video loaded. I
immediately put a stop to that and I
chided Mary after she woke up.
On yet another occasion, the kids went
out to play while Mary napped again. I
found them a half-block away in a neighbor's back yard, with Charles having
climbed a low-branched tree via a picket
fence and with the neighbor's dog aggressively barking at the tree's base.
During this stay, Charles wanted to
play a computer game one day while I
was working at the computer. To give
him sufficient height to do so, I scooped
him up and, sitting in a chair, I perched
him on my right thigh. Again I stress
that, in light of his extreme youth, I had
no sexual motivation whatsoever in this.
I started the game for him. Almost
immediately though, he turned and gave
me a big wet kiss on my neck, then
leaned sack and laughed, and tilted his
head back in an obvious invitation to
reciprocate this little game of his sudden
invention. Smiling broadly and chuckling, I put my lips to his neck and let out
a loud, long raspberry, evoking a gale of
amused and tickled laughter from
Charles.
Mary, who by this time had come to the
doorway of my computer room, called
out my name in plaintive distress, It was
immediately apparent that this innocent
act of child's play had been taken by her
as if an unmistakable act of grooming.
She paged John and demanded that he
return from whatever drugging gallivant
he was on. He did so. She and he had
a long, private talk in his car. She returned, but remained in a huff against
me.
The following day I again had to work
on that legal research, but returned
unexpectedly early. I walked in to find
Mary rummaging through my dresser
drawers in a blatant act of snooping. I
confronted her about that, but she acted
as ifthis was her prerogative.
That evening, I called to her attention
that they were already at the end of the
third week of the month. I asked what
happened to an apartment opening at
mid-month? She said that the best they
could do was an apartment on the first, I
asked her to see what she could do to
get some other place for them to stay
until then.
The very next day, my landlord stopped
by. Some of the other renters probably
complained about the chaotic circumstances. He told me that John and Mary
had to leave immediately, as it violated
the local ordinance on apartment occupancy. That evening her mother agreed
to let them stay for the rest of the month.
I helped them move their possessions to
her mother's townhouse the following
day.
During that ride without John, Mary
accused me of having helped John back
(Continued on page 4)
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John called me back. He told me that agreed to the estimate and took a seat in
babbling, not following the judge's quesMary had taken the kids and gone for a the waiting area.
in late 1992 run off to Jane's place with short stay with "an aunt in Faribault,' H
tions
or even his own train of thought.
e About fifteen minutes later, two large
the kids. I told her that was not true. asked for $100 for school supplies forth muscle-bound policemen approached me Charles couldn't even remember what he
a
Then she asked sharply, apparently kids, as a loan, I agreed and we met that from behind and arrested me for criminal had just eaten for lunch. Most intriguing'rhetorically, if I were really her friend, or night to give him the cash. He seeme sexual conduct. I was shocked and nearly ly, even though I was present as one of
d
just her kids' friend. I answered that I preoccupied and irritable, which I chalked speechless with surprise and asking for an only six occupants of the judge's office
hoped l could be considered as both.
where this interview took place, it was
up to his claimed current attempt to explanation, but they had no information to
Frankly, however, especially in light of withdraw cold-turkey from the crack give me.
clear that Charles saw me as just anoththe increasingly odd and disappointing addiction.
er stranger in this proceeding, not recogAbout two hours later, two police showed nizing me at all.
behavior of both John and Mary, it sudAs we transacted the cash in my car, he up from a different municipality to take
denly dawned on me at that point that my started to talk about how he had to be
custody of me. On the ride to their police Knowing of John's marijuana habit (on
pity for the plight of her children had sure I wouldn't be abusing his children in
top of his crack addiction), and John's
station,
one of them stated that this was
begun to outstrip my feelings of friendwitnessed willingness to get Charles high
the future, I took this to refer to his an accusation about sex abuse against
ship as to the parents.
by blowing marijuana smoke into his
longstanding paranoia about his own Charles.
On the last Saturday of that month kids, so I reminded him of my equally
face, it dawned on me that Charles might
This was like an unexpected punch to
(July), John invited me to go swimming
longstanding promise to him to do no the guts. At first I had to believe that some be totally marijuana-intoxicated right
with the family as a way to make peace such thing to them.
then, I explained this suspicion to the
nightmarish misunderstanding had taken
again. I accepted. We all went together
Suddenly his fist slammed into my place. So I offered to take a polygraph judge and asked for a drug screen to be
in the late afternoon, even taking along a
performed on Charles, but the judge
dashboard so hard I worried that he had exam to exonerate myself. This offer was refused.
teen from her mother's townhouse comdamaged it. Angrily, he said he meant ignored, however,
plex. We all changed at the same time. any
kids. This bewildered me bepause I I was taken to the Hennepin County jail. He found Charles incompetent as a
In other words, I was not alone with
had not given him any reason to suspect I recall that I frantically tried to call the witness, preventing him from testifying.
Charles in that men's locker room.
any such thing. P said I hadn't done so assigned public defender, who never This was a big blow to my defense, since
We had just completed our swimming since getting out of prison and that I had came to see me until about a month later, it prevented me from cross-examining
when the office for that pool closed early, no such intent. We parted under the Using the only writing device I was given - him, Instead, I was tried only on a videWe were forced to simply take our strain of that moment,
otaped interview of Charles recorded at
a stubby pencil with only a very light mark
a place in Minneapolis that only does
clothes and go, with no time to chance. I My car's charging system was malfuncon
paper,
I
wrote
a
full
70-page
narrative
opted to leave my swimsuit on, given the
such .interviewing of alleged sexual
warmth of the evening. Others changed tioning. I bought a replacement battery, Of my last year with John and Mary and abuse victims, Obviously, it is not possibut Without improvement. On Thursday their kids and sent it to that attorney. He
in the bathrooms of a nearby gas station.
evening, John called again. This time he never read it. He never revealed to me ble to cross-examine a video recording.
A few days later, John and Mary asked
As a contract-arm of the prosecution,
wanted contact information for my Wis- any of the case discovery he received.
me to help move their furniture and the consin friends, l
• told him no, explaining Although I repeatedly told him of my rather than using forensic interview
rest of their stored possessions to their that recent events had shown clearly that
techniques designed to get at the truth,
complete innocence and that he needed to
new apartment, finally (after three adhe was netlike them at all. He got angry. intensively prepare for trial, he did no such that outfit employs only tactics designed
dresses) moving into a county supervisI told him I'd had enough; that I was thing. Instead, the few conferences he to elicit an accusation already known to
ing Mary's probation .- her agent clueless bowing out as a friend; and that, if he
exist in a manner that aims to present it
held with me were purely attempts to
all the while about all that out-of-county ein h,',n,f h
as credibly as possible, using only concould
just
send
me
the
terrorize
me
into
taking
a
'deal"
that
nearly
and out-of-state moving around,
clusory, leading questions that preclude
$100 repayment,
approximated the statutory maximum.
They moved smack into the heart of On Friday, August 25th, 1995, I received
any opportunity for actual narrative by
I'll
spare
you
the
account
of
my
stay
in
"the zone": South Minneapolis' crack
a call from John, seeking a meeting on jail awaiting trial except for the following: the alleged victim. In short, that interdistrict, I cheerfully helped, despite the
Saturday at a certain Perkins restaurant That appointed lawyer lied to me every view was just a show-piece, I'll get back
to this later.
reservations I had about that locale, in Midway, St. Paul to 'patch things up,"
time he saw me. In the end, in apparent
especially given John's addiction.
Not more than two hours later, I re- desperation to get me to take a plea deal, A consulting psychologist who saw and
On Wednesday, August 9th, 1995, John
studied that recording called Charles'
ceived a call from 'Sybil,' who was a he misrepresented that I was facing a
invited me over for a video watching
longtime friend and sometime lesbian natural life prison term if tried and convict- performance in it the most rehearsed
night. We rented some videos. We all
lover to Mary. She wanted to get togeth- ed, I checked and that was obviously thing he'd ever seen. My attempt to
went to that store. Mary pointed out to
have that Ph.D, psychologist testify as
er to "catch up on things." I proposed false, I fired him.
me the movie, "Shawshank Redemption,"
supper that same Saturday at the Chi- My request for a replacement lawyer was an expert witness on child interviewing
asking me if I had seen it. Still in a huff Chic
(his specialty) was denied by the trial
... are,- n ih
This denied. I had to represent myself at trial.
,,,,,,,4,., ,.•,.,
against me, she said pointedly, "Well, you wr',nid
court, only on the claim that expert wit-.
IV LU 90L SUF11C WOrK cone My request for delay af trial to be able to'
should!" As I later learned, that movie is between the two appointments at a near- Prepare was also denied, I was given an nesses could be presented on both sides
was nou and put in by law library.
investigator at county expense, but the of that issue (but with no such opposing
Prison. That movie was not one that we Then I set out to replace my car's alterexpert actually ever mentioned by the
investigation was so late in starting that prosecution),
rented.
nator, the most likely electrical culprit. All very little could be turned up in time for
I had to bow out of the movie watching
Second, discovery and investigation,
the places I checked didn't have that trial.
early. I told them I had to fulfill a promise
alternator, and couldn't get it that day. I I was still digesting discovery materials at when cumulated to my own knowledge,
to visit my mom and friends in southern called John's Auto Parts
off north Central the start of trial, and other facts came to painted a very different picture of Mary's
and central Wisconsin and would be
Avenue. They said they thought I could light only after the guilty verdict was re- behaviors than she portrayed to me
gone for a week to ten days, starting the
while I was in her company.
get
one there. I had some basic tools, so turned. And, most fundamentally, the trial
I next day.
I was pretty sure I could do it myself, as I itself was a sham in many ways. Lumping I had been aware of certalri instances
I drove home that night and set out on had done once many years before on a
all of this together, allow me to give you of rough treatment by her of Charles.
that journey the next day. I finally re- ar of the same make.
Once, while attempting to remove his
just a few examples of how badly the s
turned on Thursday the I7. I noted a
hirt, she pulled at it so forcefully around
However, my car totally died at the prosecution's case just stank.
his neck that he was nearly choked.
series of pages on my numbers-only raffi,' light 'Sn
., ne,..
'.IIL(OI OF 00".
I hand. First, Charles had only turned six at that
Pager from their new place. I called that I pushed it around the corner and into the summer's start. As in all cases involving p Another time (this in that last January
evening. Mary answered. As soon as lot of a car repair center. While they an alleged victim so young, Charles was hreceding the accusation), his gum by
she heard my voice, she simply said, 'I'm estimated the cost, I called John to see if interviewed by the trial judge to determine s is front teeth got injured, requiring
busy," and hung up. This irritated me, so
he could help me. He angrily demanded whether he could testify intelligibly. Alt- otitches. Mary claimed that he tripped
over the next few days I retried the call
to know where I was. I told him. But hough he had been pretty average for his I ver a weight barbell of his father's and
many times, but with no answer.
then he said he had to go to work and age in terms of mental acuity, on that day Lell into the corner of a coffee table.
Finally, on Wednesday August 23rd,
couldn't help. He hung up on me. I his speech amounted almost only to mere ater however, John denied having any
(Continued on page 5)
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which Mary announced that the kids This obviously raised my suspicions, and inspired by the X-rated video Mary had
accused Jane of the same misconduct. so I subpoenaed him. He swore he had rented that I found him watching intently
such weight barbell at all. (After my The potential that she had coached both never interviewed Charles before the one day, as mentioned above.
arrest, I found out that the recorded kids to tell that tale and to deny that Mary accusation was made. So the trial closed In this context on the day of the accuon that story.
sation's origin, young Charles, caught
social worker visit that spring had actually had sexually abused them is clear.
However,
again,
after
going
to
prison,
a
flagrante
delloto, obviously embarrassed
Then there was Mary's unusual use of
been about that injury,)
On the day of this injury, Mary called psychologists and self-styled therapists. search of my phone records at my request and shamed, and sensing from the
upon me to provide the ride to the maxil- First, as part of that strategy on her part for the month of July 1995 revealed the urgency in his mother's interrogation of
identities of all persons called from my him, knew what she was trying to get him
lofacial surgeon who provided that stitch- of trying to look like a model parent and
phone by Mary (since they were all long- to say and found it easy and incredibly
ing. On the way back to her townhouse wife, she embraced evangelical Christidistance calls from that Wisconsin apart- tempting to oblige, as a convenient
apartment, Charles asked her if she was anity, specifically engaging in family
ment of mine). One of the numbers called means of making all this stern scandal
sorry for what she did that caused that therapy offered by a consortium of such
churches. Ultimately, this shifted to corresponded to that psychologist more go away - whether or not there had
injury. She told him she was.
than a month before the accusation.
been any preceding suggestive hypnoHaving heard this, I later asked him taking her kids to "Christian counseling"
Further,
I
then
recalled
an
occasion
the
tism.
when we were momentarily alone togeth- therapy. Although she was secretive
winter preceding the accusation when Also as mentioned above, Mary had a
er what had actually occurred. Mom hit about this, she did divulge that the place
Mary had asked me to take her to see a long record with Child Protection of
me" he said. He did confirm that the she took them to was in Robbinsdale.
"counselor" officed in a certain building. physical roughness on Charles and also
resulting collision with the coffee table In those years, a principal use of child
On that occasion, her kids were with us in of 'dueling accusations' of sexual abuse
had caused the wound. But he told me psychological therapy of all kinds was in
my car, but she asked me to watch them of Charles and Donna reciprocally made
that she had hit him as he stood in the the claimed search for 'subconscious
while she briefly went in to talk to that by Mary and John's paramour, Jane.
dinette area of the townhouse, facing her memories' of having been sexually
counselor. When she came back out in Against the background of this unrein the kitchen. This meant that she had abused. After I was sent to prison, reabout twenty minutes, this counselbr solved record of criminal allegations and
searchers
working
with
me
discovered
hit him hard enough to cause him to spin
accompanied her, in order to meet the undeniable physical abuse, Mary certainaround and literally fly face-first the six that a particular form of such "recovered
ly didn't want to have to offer that explamemory" therapy aimed at Christian children.
feet or so to that coffee table.
recollection
.
of
that
counselor
nation
of Charles' inspiration.
My
On another occasion, as I drove my car counseling was something called
matched the appearance of the psycholo- The girl's babysitting grandmother
with Mary and the kids in it, Charles was "Theophostic therapy.
gist who I subpoenaed at my trial. Most discovered this act of coitus by Charles
squirming too much to satisfy Mary. All it really boiled down to was placing a
importantly, the location of that building in progress. Charles immediately reWhen telling him to stop failed to have child under hypnosis and giving a postmatched the address of the building listed treated into his apartment. Shortly afterI
hypnotic
suggestion
to
the
child
that
that effect, she repeatedly pinched his
as the office of that testifying psychologist ward, that grandmother confronted Mary
thighs hard enough to make him scream sexual abuse had occurred and of the
about the seriousness of the act, telling
when working for that clinic chain.
identity
of
the
suspected
perpetrator
as
and cry.
Mary she was going to call the police.
These
facts
caused
me
to
request
his
In a Child Protection report, a neighbor being an actual perpetrator. With almost
Minnesota licensing record from the Board Mary asked for time to get to the bottom
had seen her dangle him over the rail of a universal regularity the result was the
of Psychology. That record disclosed his of it first. The grandmother agreed to
second floor balcony upside down by an child's announcement of a highly specific
area of specialization: child hypnosis. I wait until the end of the evening.
ankle to convince him in this terroristic accusation of sexual abuse - in many
fact, It also disclosed that previously, he This allowed Mary to interrogate
way not to disobediently play unsuper- cases disproved by the impossibility
Charles for the next five hours, while
presented by irrefutable facts (for in- had worked for years using hypnosis as an
vised on that balcony.
anesthesia substitute for children about to John was working. She knew that,
stance,
earlier
death
of
or
ironclad
alibi
of
I once saw Mary retrieve a whiskey
undergo operations who had potentially because of her past involvement with
bottle from a kitchen cupboard, take a the accused).
lethal reactions to anesthetic chemicals. Child Protection, ensuing investigation
Obtaining
a
list
of
Theophostic
counselong drink from it, and put it back, while
That form of hypnosis creates the deepest would focus on causes within the family
she didn't realize that I was behind her lors in Minnesota, three on that long list
possible trance. It is known that such for this misconduct by Charles.
and looking. I theorized that this closet had their office in Robbinsdale. It can't
deep hypnosis is the stage at which false The past accusation against her of
drinking, apparently in angry frustration, be proved whether one of these
memories of experience, including sexual sexual abuse of Charles and Donna
might have fueled such physical maltreat- "Christian counselors" Mary took her kids
abuse, can be implanted, whether inad- would surely come up, and renewed
to
hypnotized
Charles.
However,
the
ment of Charles.
vertently or deliberately.
questioning of Charles about Mary's
Mary tried to portray herself as simply referral was made by that evangelical
I can't prove that this is what that psy- conduct toward him would occur. In
consortium,
to
whom
she
did
share
her
an average, dutiful mother (something
chologist did to Charles, but it is clear that short, she needed a quick, handy, deshe said at my trial), as if an effort to cast concern that I might have molested, or
he lied about lack of prior contact with flecting explanation for Charles' inspirasuch an impression was needed in her might soon molest her son Charles.
Charles and his family and it is unques- tion for his deed -- most especially: a
case. Following that vehicular injury case Further, . there . was no psychological
tionable that his training and perhaps his patsy.
and her stalking that precipitated it, she problem with either of her children. Why
experience made it possible for him to Right away, she started asking Charles
had been compelled to undergo a 30-day else then would she have taken them to
implant such false memories, even if he questions as to whether I had done
residential stay in a forensic psychiatric such a counselor?
thought the memories he was suggesting things of a sexual nature to him. At trial,
unit in a Twin Cities hospital. According At around the same time Mary was
both John and Mary admitted that, for
to Charles in trance were real.
to her afterward, psychiatrists had actual- .doing that, she also took the kids to see
Compounding this by way of preceding about the year preceding the accusation,
ly asked the judge to extend her stay another counselor - this one a child
predicate, both John and Mary, at trial on each of them had interrogated Charles at
indefinitely. Instead, he required her to psychologist with a doctorate degree. It
cross-examination, admitted to having an average rate of once each three
stay in a therapeutic group home for the is possible that the matter was referred to
weeks as to whether I had done anything
by the Robbinsdale therapist, because separately quizzed Charles during the
next three months.
before the accusation was sexual to him (bearing in mind that he
entire
year
Finally in this vein, Mary had left out a this Ph.D. psychologist worked for a large
adduced, at an average interval of about had always said no).
huge piece from the tale she told me chain of child and adolescent health care
once
every three weeks, as to whether I So it was no mental feat of rocket
about her claim of sexual abuse of he clinics to which Mary already was taking
had engaged in any sex acts with him, science for Charles to know what Mary
her kids for medical care as needed,
kids by John's paramour, Jane.
was trying to get him to say. The fact
with specifics in theirquestions.
In fact, Child Protection reports revealed because they accepted the Medicaid
Returning to the immediate scenario out that it took her the whole evening for him
that Jane had first reported that the kids coverage she had.
of which the accusation against me arose, to start agreeing with her confrontational
had told Jane that Mary had sexually In my prosecution, Mary furnished this
on August 11th, at about 4 p.m., Charles assertions about acts by me that he
abused them, both by fondling their geni- psychologist's name to police, and it
knew had never happened was a testashowed up in a report revealed in disoov- was engaging in real coitus with a fourtals and performing oral sex upon both.
year-old girl living across the hall in the ment to his young attempt at allegiance
It was only when Mary was told of a ery, although later deleted at the prosefour-plex his family had moved into at the to truth in the face of pressure to tell a lie
commencing Child Protection investiga- cutor's request, not realizing that I had
start of that month.. This was probably
(Continued on page 6)
already
received
the
unredacted
version.
tion that the visitation occurred, afte
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ustice ethis only when it is applied
Nonetheless I took it and passed it. newslchlp-brief-calls-out-homophobic-bias
equally to cvc,vnc and not doThe result of that test cleared me of -case-qay-man-uniustiv-desiqnated-amod out of personal animus wielded
every
aspect
of
that
accusation,
leaving
'sexually-violent-predator'
urgently being demanded.
,by those who sit in judgment of othStill, by her own testimony at trial, she no earnest doubt about my innocence. Ig(: 'Civil rights and LGBTorganizars. It is often said that doctors bury
used a naked child's doll to show him by However, my attempt to gain a new trial tions challenge extreme punishment of
hefr mistakes. So do prosecutors
were
treated
as
texts
gay
man
whose
gestures to it that she was suggesting based on that test result was rejected
,ublic defenders, andjudges.
I
anal rape by me. At some point near the simply on the flip response that cou rts proof of intent to commit future violent
crimes
close of that five hour period, she finally cannot accept polygraph results as eviNew York, NY -- On November 9, 2020, as, a complete absence of real mental
got him to go along with that story. Now dance.
I
filed
an
appeal
frommy
conviction,
of
the
Center for HIV Law and Policy (CHLP) health services, chronic lack of essential
certain that she had trumped the threat
medical care, and other conditions that
by the girl's grandmother, Mary called the course, and later also postconviction filed an amicus brief with the Supreme
reflect those of high-security prisons.
relief
petitions,
and
ultimately
a
massive
Court
of
Virginia
in
support
of
Galen
police, and an officer showed up and
federal habeas corpus petition. Howev- Baughman, a young gay man at risk of Catherine Hanssens, CHLP's founding
took the tale.
At trial, the officer recounted that Mary er, in sum, all of these pleas for a new indefinite civil confinement due to an executive director, noted that the real
gave him the same doll, saying that the trial were dismissed with little or no allen- unjust designation as a 'sexually violent horror of laws such as Virginia's is what
only way an accusation could be elicited tion to my arguments and a flippant claim predator (SVP). Earlier this year, on the happens to people once they are charged
basis of a technical parole violation, -- and then committed. 'Galen spent
was by using it The officer reported that of 'harmless error." .
Charles did gesture on the doll an act of I am convinced that seasoned judges sending non-sexual text messages to a months in solitary confinement and was
anal rape (as had his mother gestured to as populate appellate courts recognize sixteen-year-old acquaintance in another unable to have a private conversation
with anyone other than his attorneys for
him that evening), but that Charles was the palpable indications of false convic- state [Minnesota] and despite having no
years,' she stated. 'These laws do nothtion
when
they
encounter
them.
The
record
of
violence,
Galen
was
[committed
as
he
did
so
and
continued
laughing
laughing as he gave yes-no answers problem, when it comes to false conv.i based on a claimed] 'menrtalanorrnali,ty ing less than lock people up on the basis
that, in the abstract, would otherwisd tions of sex crimes against an individual, that [allegedly] predisposes him to commit of rigged science, created to justify imprisonment on the suspicion that a human
have appeared to confirm that form of with prior sex crimes, is simply that they violent sex crimes in the future.
CHLP's brief, which supports Galen's being may do something bad in the fuabuse. Mary told the officer that this don't care.
abuse happened in the man's locker Justice exists only when it is applied petition for appeal, describes the deep ture.'
room in that indoor pool building of that equally to everyone and not denied out of homophobic bias embedded in an already Legal organizations and professionals
apartment house pool we had frequent- personal animus wielded by those who -Orwellian civil commitment assessment across the country joined CHLP's brief,
sit in judgment of others. It is often said process, and in the drive to confine him including GLBTQ Advocates and Defended.
Importantly, when the officer asked that doctors bury their mistakes. So do as a dangerous predator in the absence ers (GLAD), Health Professionals Advancing LGBTQ Equality (GLMA), the
Charles about other forms of sexual prosecutors, public defenders, and judg- of credible evidence.
At the time of his arrest, Galen was a O'Neill (Institute for National and Global
abuse by me, Charles specifically denied es.
that I had fellated him. Yet in the later Thus ensued the next 25 years (so far) Sores Fellow doing research on inequities Health Law, Brad Sears, J.D., the Nationinterview conducted by the child abuse of confinement of me by reason of a related to state and federal sex offender al Center for Reason and Justice (NCRJ),
interviewing center mentioned above, completely fictional accusation. Now registries. A forensic psychologist who and the National Center for Lesbian
Charles answered that the only form of under post-prison sex offender commit- had never met GaleA testified that his Rights (NCLR).
abuse that occurred was fellatio, and he ment in a facility that embraces poly- social media contacts with a young man Galen is represented by attorneys from
specifically denied any anal penetration, graph deception detection, I asked to be constituted 'grooming' and evidence that the firm Kaiser Dillon PLLC. The National
thus establishing a complete contradic- allowed to undergo a polygraph examina- Galen was planning to commit a sex Association of Criminal Defense Attortion between the two interviews of tion of my ,truthfulness in denying that crime against him in the future. [Note: neys (NACDL) also filed an amicus brief
accusation (now false conviction), so that Under Minnesota law, the young man was in support of Galen's appeal. A third
Charles.
It also deserves mention that, contrary assessors and therapists in this commit- already past the 'age of consent.'] Galen amicus brief was filed by a group of law
to imaginings you might get of a tearful ment facility can factor my innocence of remained incarcerated for nearly three professors and issue-area experts:'
and highly embarrassing revelation (as my so-called 'index offense' into their years while awaiting the trial and disposimight be expected if any sexual abuse assessments and treatment of me. This tion of the Virginia Attorney General's
had actually occurred), Charles went request, however, was denied -- even petition to have him civilly committed. In Other Voices:
through the interview giving rote-phrase though one of the very purposes of the August, the court released him to intenBanishing
answers mechanically on cue, finding the use of polygraphy in- this facility is to sive supervision, 24/7 monitoring, regular
whole experience tedious, even asking accurately survey one's past sexual questioning by a psychologist, and prohi'Sex Offenders':
bitions on the use of most forms of social
what time it was and entertaining himself offending.
Meaningless
by trying out various gymnastic moves on The one thing it turns ourthat they will medip.and'cômrTiunicatlon.
the couch in that interviewing room - never ask 'about in any such exam is Anne Keley, an attorney with CHLP
Language Makes
even though the whole interview lasted whether one is innocent of any past sex and the briefs primary author, stated,
Bad Law
only 25 minutes. The interviewer closed crime conviction. That is one fact that 'Galen is being harshly punished for
the interview when Charles, growing ever they never want to have to reckon with. perfectly legal conduct. . It shocks the Guy Hamilton-Smith, "Banishing 'Sex
more peeved at this command- Heaven forfend that a'conviction ever be conscience that, In the absence of an Offenders': How Our Meaningless Lanperformance 'of no concern to him, finally proven wrong, much less a complete actual offense, Galen has been found to guage Makes Bad Law,' 50 Southwestern
exclaimed, 'This is stupid'
fraud upon the jury and the court.
be one of the most dangerous men in the Law Review_, forthcoming (2021)
While I was scrambling to do what I
state under Virginia's civil commitment "I still think about you.
could to prepare for trial, I had to ask my
law. It is impossible to imagine such Our paths never crossed again, not
aged mother to line up a polygrapher to
Homophobic Bias vigorous pursuit of a heterosexual man for since then. It's been decades now, that
test me, at my expense, for the truth of
non-sexual texts to a young person living blue and beautiful day when you raped
Called Out in
in another state.'
my denial of that accusation.
MO.
Unfortunately, because of her unfamiliCurrently, 20 states have laws allowing (-low could a man let that happen to
Baughman SOCC
arity with that field of investigation, it took
civil commitment of individuals designated them? Those were unspoken words /
Case
longer than it should to be able to retain
as sexual offenders. In addition to bias heard for years.
a polygrapher for that test. Although the (ads.), "CHLF Brief Calls Out Homopho- against gay men, evidence also suggests You were bigger than me. Older. You're
trial judge OK'd the effort, it was not bic Bias in Case of Gay Man Unjustly
that these laws are used disproportionate- still older, but I'm probably bigger now,
possible to get the test performed before Designated a 'Sexually Violent Predaly against black men. Investigative re- All grown up.
the verdict was returned and the jury was toe," Center for HIV Law & Policy, Nov.
ports on even more restrictive systems,
dismissed.
such
as in New York State, have uncov12, 2020, www.hivlawdndoolicy.Qrgj
ered hugely arbitrary evaluation process(Continued on page 7)
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•[M]odern sex offense registries did
things that were killing me. What I done to me, and to account for the harm
not
begin to take shape until the early
thought would bring me pleasure, realty that I have done? Can both of these
things live in me, at the same time? To 1990s when high-profile and horrific
brought me pain.
crimes against children by strangers
A fellow prisoner once observed, some coexist?
captivated the attention of a nation still
thousand miles and hundred years prior, They have to.
nursing
a hangover from the satanic child
that the actions of the common day made There is no other way.
or unmade character, and / had been We seek to reduce humanity in all its abuse panics of the 1980s.8 The logic of
complexity, into moments in time. Ctys- registries was one of containment: if we
unmaking mine for a long time.
(Continued from page 6)
In the stillness of pre-dawn hours, the tallized. Heroes we put on pedestals, or can't ship our monsters off to an island,
we will do the next best thing, contain
/ was eight. A man in my own eyes. In electric light from the control center, as it monsters we condemn to die. Felons
Sex offenders and teach- them within our country - a sort of inter,
washed
over
my
cell,
was
familiar
to
me.
and
presidents.
yours too.
nal exile, or banishment.
There's a lot about what you did that I Not unlike the many nights I sat in front ers. Victims and survivors.
The gist of these first-generation regisdidn't remember, but one I do: that you of a screen, looking for ways to get numb. I've met my heroes, and I've met many
tries was simply that people who were
Image
after
image,
believing
the
next
one
monsters.
The
truth
is
neither
of
those
told me to play pretend, though a differconvicted of a relatively small set of sex
ent kind of pretend than the one to which would be perfect. That the next one things. The truth is yet more paradox.
offenses would be required to register
But
more
was
never
I've
been
called
a
lot
of
things
since
we
me.
would
save
/ had become accustomed: to pretend
with police, because it was widely asthat you had come home from work, as enough. Faces I'll never forget. Pain / last met. Some kind. Some not. None
sumed that they would repeat their
of
them,
or
rather,
van,'
few
of
them,
true.
will
always
be
a
part
of
you pressed my face into the pillow of
crimes again and again.10 Originally, this
I
was
told
once,
that
prayer
can
someIt
would
be
easy,
I
think,
for
me
to
just
your bed.
information was not supposed to be
The years went by. Sex terrified me for times just be an action. I came to bed lay all this at your feet To make you the
public - but rather, stay with law ena long time., The body rendered a geog- one night, laid next to my girlfriend who one responsible. Except that wouldn't be
forcement.11 This rapidly changed in the
raphy that terrified me. Invisible scars wp, fast asleep,, and sobbed. I wanted true, either.
that I bore, from which / would find ways out, but / didn't know how. Too afraid, or We all go through life with damage, and wake,of the murder of Megan Kanka,
hurt, and pain -and then we all decide who is the namesake of Megan's Law.12
to recoil when someone stumbled upon cowardly.
heard
me.
what to do with that pain. I made my These laws became billed as an essential
be,
God,
whatever
that
might
them. I made those choices, and those
choices led to other choices, and to still I've heard tale that sometimes it's a boat, choices, and in so doing, I passed my public safety tool: a way to sate the rightto-know impulse that runs deep in our
or a fire. Sometimes, a half-dozen police pain onto others.
others.
country. Indeed, wide public disseminaYou
called
me
by
my
name.
It's not all your fault, either. My choices officers.
tion of this information became a feature
We walked from my apartment down the The judge, too, called me by my name.
were mine.
of these registries - inflaming an already
Sometimes I fantasized about tracking block to the station. I contemplated bolt- I'll call you by yours.
inflamed sense of stranger danger.13
you down, killing you. Some kind of ing into traffic, rather than face whatever Do you still think about me?'
These new legal regimes spawned new
bargain that / could win with a pistol and was coming. They must have read it on
legal challenges, a pair of which worked
a lack of better ideas. Sometimes I me, two of them moving to take up the
ennessee t'Villthrns once rvrotc their way up to the United States Suforgot about you altogether. Mostly / sidewalk between me, and the street.
that time It the liadiest disminimized you. If I convinced myself Through the doorway we approached, tance between two places.... We seek' preme Court. In 2003, the Court issued
most of all that you hadn't hurt me, then yet more paradox.' things / was so afraid to ,cducc liumarufy in all its cornplen' opinions in two consequential cases:
14
you wouldn't have. That / could go back would kill me, turned out to be the things it,j 11110 moments in time. Giystal- Smith v. Doe and Connecticut Department of Public Safety v. Doe.15 These
that would save me.
in time, undo the things you did to me.
lizecl.... I've met my heroes, and I'r'c
cases considered separate constitutional
The freest I ever felt was in a pair of
I was fine.
met man).' mnonstcit. 771e truth
challenges to the lists: Ex Post Facto,
handcuffs, in a windowless room, answerBut was / ever?
neither ol those iJnn,gs. 77w
and Procedural Due Process, respectiveTennessee Williams once wrote that ing the detectives' questions.
).'ct more paiarioa'.
ly.16
time is the furthest distance between two I wish I could have feigned ignorance.
In Smith, the Court - over strong displaces. As / write this, I am no more than But that would have been al/a.
sents, including one from the later Ruth
INTRODUCTION
ten miles from where our paths crossed And / was so tired of lying.
- and yet, if that was on Earth, then Words carry with them enormous power. As of 2018, there were nearly one Bader Ginsburg - declared that these
I remember the rooms full of men and million people in the United States that registries were not punishment but were
here I write. Dispatches from Mars.
Did you move away? Are you still women who could not bring themselves to state and federal law compelled to regis- in fact necessary civil public safety tools
utter it. S. 0. was the preferred nomencla- ter as sex offenders.2 Men, women and relying in part on the thoroughly dehere?
children, some as young as eight years bunked proposition that re-offense rates
ture.
Are you happy?
Do you have a family that cares for Not unlike a job title, sex offender is old.3 Families. Names, pictures, home. are 'frightening and high.'17 In COPS, the
supposed to be something that, you do. It (and sometimes work) addresses made Court found that Due Process does not
you?
connotes a present tense. 'Something publicly available to anyone with an require' the government to afford someA job that fulfills you?
that you are, unchangeable. That you internet connection - as are the home one a hearing on whether or not they are
A God who loves you?
shower in the morning, and get dressed, addresses of anyone else who resides actually dangerous before putting them
I hope that you do.
and head out into the world to commit there.4 If you picture a map of the entire onto one of these registries which preDid you hurt anyone else?
country, these are a million little red dots sumes they are.18
Did your father do to you the things you crimes.
The combined legal and practical imThat was years ago.
marking homes, street corners, homeless
did to me?
I hope you wonder about me, in the This summer, my wife and I clutched encampments that warn, ostensibly, of pact of Smith and CDPS was thus to
one another, atop our battered couch, danger. Alongside these dots is an render the question of dangerousness
same way / wonder about you.
You set this thing in motion. My life. She was fired from her job for her choice invisible cage of local, state, and federal simultaneously irrefutable, and irrelePain and beauty and heartache. Wins of husband. Paying the price for the laws threatening arrest and felony prose- vant.
In the wake of these 2003 decisions,
cution for sometimes small deviations
and losses. Dumb luck. Strange as it things I did, long before we ever met.
sounds, I wonder if you'd be proud of me. Am I supposed to be a husband? A from hyper-technical requirements that state legislatures then began something
Do I call you a rapist? A child molest- father? Children cannot choose their even law enforcement often can't under- akin to a race to the bottom in terms of
stand.5 Many of the people on these lists how onerous, burdensome, and punitive.
er? Am / a victim? Or a survivor? What parents. For that, I will always be sorry.
And so, you're a part of my story. Me, a have served their criminal sentences long they could make their state registries,
have I survived? What am I surviving?
I'll call you by your name. Like you part of yours. And us, we're a part of ago, but are still required to comply with since they were 'not punishment.'20 The
many others.
rules not dissimilar from criminal parole, eventually arrived at something not discalled me by mine.
Even writing this, I know, treads onto a albeit with fewer constitutional protec- similar in some instances from open-air
Do you still think about me?
Life is rich with paradox, The things / minefield. We exist in an era of #rnetoo, tions. The United States is the only prisons. The Third Circuit Court of Ap(Continued on page 8)
reached for to save me were really the but does that extend to me? Can I find a country in the world that does th.is.6
way to have space to express the things

T

liese lairs rio nothinif less than
lock people up on the basis of
fler/ scicnce, created to justify linprisoiiilIcI.1t on the suspicion that a
human being may do sometIIIJJg bad
in the Ijiture.
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picture ofjustice that becomes
introverted for a time. My room was my are too punitive, but only for what some
uhhffloored from considensUons
sanctuary, where nothing could hurt me, refer to as the non-non-nons: non-sexual, and where I was in control. I felt safe. I non-violent, non-serious.48 However, most C fpropornonality and the opportuniwas amongst the first generations to people who are in prison are there for ty forr redemption becomes little m ore
grow up with technology and the Inter- violent offenses.49 Nevertheless, people in t ban a poison that dithiththcs us illnet, and I very quickly encountered these categories - especially sex offens- surrvors, peipcüatoic, and our coinpornography, where during my teenaged es are carved out of criminal justice reform Lnunilies a/flc....
years I eventually got to the point where proposals.50 As Catherine Carpenter
I downloaded almost everything that I expertly observes, there is a raft of this PART II: THE WEIGHT OF WHAT YOU
saw. Most - of it was legal, but some type of 'except foe legislation that excludes BELIEVE
wasn't. In- 2006, my girlfriend discovered people with past sex offense convictions ...1 didn't share my background with
anyone else. I was scared. I didn't know
those images on my computer and went for no reason other than animus.61
to the police. I was arrested. It was in As psychologist Gwenda Willis notes, what others would think. I tried to leave
an interrogation room flanked by detec- ours is a tradition of calling people the the past in the past. While my employers
tives that, for the first time in my life, I things we don't want them to be.52 Our and family and close friends knew, I
was able to get really honest. My arrest, language locates and crystallizes peo- wasn't public,
(Continued from page 7)
in many ways, saved my life. For any- ple's humanity in their worst moments: That all changed one week in 2014,
one who is curious about more of the either the worst things that they have when my ill-fated Kentucky bar exam
peals recently ruled that Pennsylvania's details of my story, I did a Reddit AMA in done, or in the case of survivors, the application made national news.98 Most
sex offense registry was so onerous that 2017 that is available for anyone to worst things that have ever- happened mornings I would stop and get coffee
to them. We signal that people's value before going into the office. That mornit qualifies as 'custody for habeas corpus read.35
'lwas extremely fortunate. I hd.tamily is either in ,the trauma'theyhaye eti ing, I was staring at my own face, staring
purposes.21..
The last two decades have seen an and friends and a lawyer - things that I dured53 o that they are valuedras re- back at me1from the newsstand. I was
expansion of offenses that require regis- saw many people in criminal court didn't positories of our anger and anxiety for trending on Fox News89 I was terrified....
tration. Juvenile registration. Lengthier have. Instead of going to prison, I went the trauma that they have inflicted. To 'Nothing is more dehumanizing than the
registration periods. Death by a thou- to law school..., I wanted to be a public the extent that we undermine human absence of human companionship.'w
sand cuts. Given this, it is no surprise defender, I wanted nothing to do with potential to change, to grow, to heal - Nelson Mandela wrote that about his time
The Sixth this area of the law. Fate, however, had to move beyond those worst moments in solitary confinement, and while I have
that the numbers grew.24
- we ought to inquire why that is. never been in solitary confinement, when
Circuit Court of Appeals recently de- other plans.35
scribed the experience with Michigan's ...ln Kentucky, I will be required to That, for both survivors and those who I read it, it struck a deep chord within
register as a sex offender for another cause harm, we locate their humanity in me....
registry:
'...SORA brands registrants as moral thirteen years - until I am 49 years something other than the fact of their To the extent that people believe themThese labels and the effects humanity. While we may be steeped selves to be bad, or immutable, or belepers solely on the basis of a prior old.37
conviction. It consigns them to-years, if they impose on my life and- the lives of culturally in a tradition of hate-the-sin• yond redemption, or beyond human
not a lifetime, of existence on the mar- my family, are almost entirely arbitrary love•the-sinner, we have enormous companionship, it is a torturous condition
in which to reside. To the extent that we
gins, not only of society, but often, as .and untethered from. any inquiry into difficulty separating the two;M
This linguistic sleight-of-hand passes tell people that the only thing that they
• the record in this case makes painfully evidence or best practices.
evident, from their own families, with I include my story here because I have without much effort or thought. You are a can ever be is a criminal, why should
• whom, due to school zone restrictions, to. The work that I do is not just policy convicted felon. You are a sex offender. they try to be anything but that?
work, or scholarly work, but is personal You are a murderer. You are a survivor. Labeling theory is the idea that by sadthey may not even live.. ...'26
As the Sixth Circuit indicated, registries as well. Without it, this essay isn't com- These are true in one narrow sense: they dling people with these labels, perhaps
have morphed into something altogether plete. It is because I am, or at least can are meant to communicate a fact about a we bring about the very behavior that we
different than their first generation ver- be called, a scholar and an activist and person's past, however long ago....[O[ur seek to vanquish.82 Research indeed
sions, and indeed even expanded be- an advocate and an ax-con and a survi- language, especially when we consider shows that public notification schemes
yond sex offenses into other types of vor and a perpetrator and a felon and a people with past sex offense convictions, are actually associated with an increase
crimes,27, Kansas puts almost all of its writer and probably a lot of other things, presumes that we can infer frOm that past in re-offense rates, presumably by-way of
citizens convicted of crimes on a pubic too. All of those things are true, but are something that is true and meaningful making it impossible for - people to sucregistry.28 Pennsylvania, until recently, any of them .the truth? Really, I'm just a about who a person is today - and not cessfully integrate.93 My experience has
registered parents who were convicted of human being. The facts of my childhood just something, but that it becomes one's been that there is something uniquely
custodial interference as sex offenders.29 don't excuse those of my tgenaged and central identity, the most relevant thing cruel about a: justice system that wants
Utah has a white tollar crime registry. early-adult .year.s. They atboth simply about them....
you to reintegrate, but then actively opAnimal abuse registries are spreading as facts of my story: thigs that happened This present-tense language invites a poses and undermines that same reintea means of reckoning with animal abuse, to me, and things that .1 did. They both simple, brutal logic to our policy respons- gration. Once you come to believe that
despite opposition by groups such as the - brought me into this work,
es: if we want to solve the problem of sex you are a sex offender, you inflict your
ASPCA.30.,.,
. . [A] picture of justice that becomes offenses we simply get rid of the sex of- punishment on yourself.
We talk about sex offenders like they unmoored from considerations of propor- fenders. We banish them from our physi- You put on armor in the morning, not
are something real - a category of tionality, and the opportunity for redemp- cal spaces,w we banish them from our unlike putting on clothes. You get ready
person that can be meaningfully de- tion becomes little more than a poison digital ones as well.57 We push them for it. Sideways glances from neighbors
scribed with a label that tells us some- that diminiáhes us all: survivors, perpe- further and further out into the wilderness59 and death threats and everything in
thing about who they are, what they do, trators, and our communities alike,.,.
until they just disappear from view and between. You're ready for the hate, and
how they spend their days. Those anWhat I hope to be able to try to artic- become someone else's problem....
the judgment. You expect it. You can
swers, in turn, inform what society must ulate, and perhaps bring into being, is a We spend an enormous amount of re- take- it. You have no choice
do about them, to them, with them....
vision of justice that I glimpsed: that we soucesw punishing people who have PART Ill: GHOSTS
To be sure, this is a difficult topic to can work for a justice that leaves every- already been held accountable for some I write this in a very tenuous time.
write about, to read about, and to think one better than how it found them, as crime, instead of focusing on primary ...Defunding the police and reinvesting
about. It isan -area of work and law and opposed to a decrepit thing that contents prevention efforts and services for both those resources into the community has
culture that is rich with pain....
itself to make all suffer in equal meas- supporting survivors as well as services for rocketed from being a fringe theory
My life is no different. The introduction ure....
people who have caused or might poten- amongst abolitionists to the mainto this essay is autobiographical. I was PART I: THE WEIGHT OF WHAT THE tially cause harm (or even investing into stream.57
eight years old when I was raped by a WORLD BELIEVES
ensuring that people are held accountable
boy twice my age. ...I became very
Across criminal justice reform efforts, in the first place).66...
there is widespread agreement that we
(Continued on page 9)

longsidc these dots is an irnisib/c cage of local, state and
federal laws threatening aiTCat a-rid
Iblony prosecution for sometimes
small deriations from hypeitechmcal
requirements that even law enforcement often can't undejatand. Many
of the people on these lists have
served their ciimthal sentences long
aot, but are still required to comply
with rules not dissimilar from crànin,451 parole, albeit with fewer constitutionaiprotections. The United Slates
is the only country in the world that
does this.
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here is something uniquely
cruel about ajusUce system that
r•aJi(s you to Je,ite,qi'ate, but then
acth'ely opposes and undciinthes that
same i'cthtcgzation.
(Continued from page 8)

Collectively, these proposals seek to
reimagine things like community safety
and, in turn, justice...
Registries grew out of horrific crimes
that would leave only those made out of
stone unmoved. Names of dead women
and children adorn legislation we sign
into law, and each represents broken
families and uncountable sleepless nights
and rage and heartbreak and dreams the
world will never know and that words can
scarcely capture.98 .
The early 90's and 00's saw a raft of
hyper-punitive legislation passed in the
wake •of tragic crimes we'( only now
beginning to reconsider the wisdom
We like to believe that people are all
one thing, or all another thing, but anyone
who has lived knows that this isn't reality.
That people are a mixture of things.
Good, and bad, and all of the things in
between....
There are evidence-based models of
re-entry and treatment that are effective,
and that don't rely on our models of
monsters and cages. We could, and
should, ask - is it better to punish, or to
prevent?
Patty Wetterling's son Jacob was abducted and killed by Danny Heinrichl14 ,
[and became] an early champion of sex
offense registries. Indeed, her son was
the namesake of earlier legislation.
Wetterling, in more recent years, has
come to oppose the current implementation of sex offense registries:115 'We can't
just keep locking [sex offenders] up,
putting satellite monitoring on them,
registering them for life. That doesn't
solve the problem.'116
CONCLUSION
I have lived most of my life under either
the weight of the things that were done to
me, or the things that I did. My experiences have left me with mostly questions,
ones that I've raised here and cannot
easily answer.
I do think, though, there are some questions I can answer. Would it help me to
know that the person who raped me,
himself a boy at the time, were placed on
a sex offense registry? That he would
have a lifetime of struggling with employment, and housing, and even finding
community? That his family would have
to suffer the consequences for things he
did well before he ever met them? That
his children would get teased at school
for having the misfortune of not being
able to choose their parents?
None of that helps me, and all of that
appalls me. Perhaps there was a time
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